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THE ROLE OF THE BASE POINT OF THE FUNDAMENTAL
GROUP OF A TRANSFORMATION GROUP

Moo HA Woo AND Kyu BUM HWANG

In [2J, Rhodes introduced the fundamental group (l(X, xo, G) of a
transformation group (X, G) as a generalization of the fundamental
group of a topological space X and showed that if G is abelian, then
(l(X, xo, G) and (l(X, XI. G) are isomorphic for every point Xl of GXo,
where Xo is the path-connected component of Xo. He also showed that
in order to satisfy the above result it is necessary to impose the cond
ition that G be abelian.

In this paper, we show that the Rhodes' result contains an unnec
essary condition that G be abelian.

Let (X, G) be a transformation group. Given any element g of G,
a path I 01 order g with base point Xo is a continuous map I : I~X such
that 1(0) =Xo and 1(1) =gxo. A path 11 of order gl and a path 12 of
order g2 give rise to a path 11+g] 12 of order g1g2 defined by the
equations

) {
II (2s) , 0~s~1/2

(fl+gt!2 (s) = gt!2(2s-I) , 1/2~s~1.

Two paths I and l' of the same order g are said to be homotoPic if
there is a continuous map F : 12~X such that

F(s, 0) I(s) O~s~I,

F(s, 1) I' (s) O~s~I,

F(O, t) =Xo O~t~I,

F(I, t) =gxo O~t~l.

The homotopy class of a path I of order g is denoted by [I: gJ.
Two homotopy classes of paths of different order gl and g2 are distinct,
even if gIXO=g2XO. F. Rhodes showed that the set of homotopy classes
of paths of prescribed order with the rule of composition * is a group,
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where * is defined by [fl; glJ*[f2; g2J=[fl+gd2; glg2J [2]. This
group is denoted by a(X. X(h G) and is called the fundamental group
of a transformation group (X. G) with base point xo.

Rhodes [2J showed the following two theorems;

THEOREM 1. If Xl belongs to the path-connected component Xo 01 Xo.
and A is a path from Xo to Xh then A induces an iS011Wrphism Irom
a(X.xo.G) to a(X.Xl> G).

THEOREM 2. If (X. G) is a transformation group whose group G is
abelian. and if Xl belongs to GXo, where Xo is the path-connected
component 01 Xo. then a(X. Xo. G) and a(X, Xl> G) are isomorphic.

In the following theorem. we show that Theorem 2 obtained by
Rhodes contains an unnecessary condition that G is abelian.

THEOREM 3. If (X. G) is a transformation group and Xl belongs to
GXo• where Xo is the path-connected component of xo. then a(X. Xo. G)
and a (X, Xl> G) are ismnorphic.

Proof. In view of Theorem 1. it is sufficient to prove that if Xl=
gxo then a(X. Xo. G) and a(X. Xl> G) are isomorphic. For an element
g of G such that gXO=Xl> we define the map

g*: a(X.xo.G)~a(X,xhG)
by g*([f; hJ) =[gf; ghg-l].
Clearly g* is well defined. Since

g*([fl ; glJ*[/2 ; g2J) =g*([/l+gt!2 ; glg2J)
= [gil+ggt!2 ; gglg2K-1J
= [gfl ; gglg-I]*[gf2 ; gg2g-1]

=g* ([11 ; glJ) *g* ([/2 ; g2]).
g* is a homomorphism. Assume that g*([/l ; gl]) =g*([/2 ; g2])' Then
gglg-l=gg2g-l and gil is homotopic to gf2' So gl=g2 and 11 is
homotopic to 12. Thus [fl ; gl] = [/2 ; g2J. For any element [f; h]
in a(X. Xl> G). there exists an element [g-y; g-lhg] in a(X, Xo, G)
such that g*([g-y ; g-lhg]) =[f ; hJ. Therefore g* is an isomorphism.

Let a' (X, Xo, G) be the subgroup of a(X, xo, G) generated by elements
of the form [1+g1p; gJ, where 1 is a path from Xo to a point X
which is a fixed point of g and e(t)=l-t. Then a'(X,xo,G) is a
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normal subgroup of q(X, XOo G). The quotient group a (X, xo, G) =q(X,
Xo. G) fa' (X,:ro, G) is called the reduced fundamental group [2J of
(X, G). Rhodes showed that if A is a path from Xo to a point Xl then
the isomorphism A* : q(X, Xo, G)-+q(X, Xl> G) induces an isomorphism
A* : it(X,xo,G)-+it(X,XbG). He also stated that if G is abelian,
it (X, Xo. G) is isomorphic to a (X, Xl> G) for Xl EGXo.

The following corollary show that this also contains an unnecessary
condition that G is abelian.

CoROLLARY 4. If (X, G) is a transformation group and Xl belongs to
GXo• where Xo is tke path-connected component of Xo. then it (X, xo, G)
and ii(X. Xb G) are isomorphic.

Proof. Let Xo be the path-eonnected component of xo. Since a(X,
:ro.G) is isomorphic to a(X.xb G) for xlEXo, it is sufficient to prove
that if XI=gXO then a(X, Xo, G) and a (X, Xb G) are isomorphic. Let
[1+hlp ; h] be a generator of the normal subgroup a' (X, :ro. G) and
1 be a path from Xo to X which is a:fixed point of h. Then gx is a
:fixed point of ghg-l and [gl+gh1p; ghg-l ] =[gl+ghg-l g1p ; ghg-IJ.
Thus g*([l+h1p; h])=[gl+ghlp; ghg-IJ is a generator of the
normal subgroup a' (X, Xb G) . By Theorem 3, it was proved.

In [IJ. a homotopy H: XXI-+X is called a cyclic homotopy if
H(x, 0) =H(x, 1) =x. The first author and Yoon generalized this concept
on transformation groups. A continuous map H: XXI-+X is called a
homotopy of order g if H(x, 0) =X, H(x, 1) =gx, where g is an element
of G. If H is a homotopy of order g. then the path f: I-+X such
that f(t) =H(xOo t) will be called the trace of H. In [3J, the subgroup
E(X, Xo, G) was defined by the set of all elements [f; gJ Eq(X. Xo, G)
such that f is the trace of a homotopy of order g. where gEG.

The first author and Yoon showed the following;

THEOREM 5. If X is a CW-complex and A is a path from Xo to Xb

then A induces an isomorphism A*: E(X.xo,G)-+E(X,XbG).

If we use this result. we obtain the following theorem.

THEOREM 6. If X is a CW-complex and Xl belongs to GXo• where
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Xo is the path-connected component of xo, then E(X, xo, G) is isorrwrphic
to E(X, XI. G).

Proof. In view of Theorem 5, it is sufficient to prove that if Xl =
gxo, then E(X, xo, G) is isomorpshic to E(X,XI.G). Since g* is an
isomorphism from q(X, xo, G) to q(X, XI. G) by Theorem 3, g* is an
monomorphism. Thus it is sufficient to show that g* (E (X, xo, G» c
E(X,XI.G). Let [f; hJ be an element of E(X,xo,G). Then there exists
a homotopy H: XXI-+X of order h with trace f. If we construct a
homotopy K: XXI-+X by K=gH(g-IX1) , then K(x, 0) =gH(g-IX1)
(x, 0) =gH(g-lx, 0) =x and K(x, 1) =gH(g-l X 1) (x, 1) =gH(g-lx, 1)
=ghglx. Thus K is a homotopy of order ghg-l with trace gf, because
K(XI. t) =gH(g-lxI. t) =gH(xo, t) =gf(t). Thus g*([f; hJ) = [gf;
ghg-IJ belongs to E (X, Xl> G).

In [2J, a transformation group (X, G) is said to admit a family K
of preferred paths at Xo if it is possible to associate with every element
g of G a paths at Xo such that the path ke associated with the identity
element e of G is xo' which is the constant map such that xl (t) =Xo
for each tE I and for every pair of elements g, h, the path kg" from
ghxo to Xo is homotopic to gk"+kg. In [4J, a family K of preferred
paths at Xo is called a family of preferred traces at Xo if for every
preferred path kg in K, kg is the trace of a homotopy of order g. A
family K of preferred paths at Xo is called a family of preferred strong
paths at Xo if for each loop f at Xo and each kg in K, f is homotopic
to kgp+gf+kg.

The first author showed that if A is a path from Xo to XI. then a
family of preferred strong paths at Xo gives rise to a family of preferred
strong paths at Xl and a family of preferred traces at Xo induces a
family of preferred traces at ~l (Theorem 7 in [4J).

We improve the above result as the following theorem.

THEOREM 7. If (X, G) is a transformation group and Xl belongs to
GXo, where Xo is the path-connected component of xo, then a family
of preferred strong paths at Xo gives rise to a family. of preferred
strong paths at Xl and a family of preferred traces at Xo induces a
family of preferred traces at Xl'
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Proof. In view of Theorem 7 in [4J, it is sufficient to prove that
if Xl=hxO, then a family of preferred strong paths (traces) at Xo gives
rise to a family of strong paths (traces) at Xl' Let KO= {k= : gEG}
be a family of preferred strong paths at Xo. For each g in G, g can
be expressed by hg'h-l since h*: G---7G given by h*(g)=hgh-l is an
automorphism. Let k\hgb-') =hk~ be a path from hgh-lxl to Xl> where
~EKo. Then kl = (k1(hgh-') : hgh-lEG} is a family of preferred paths
at Xl> because for any two element hglh-l, hg2h-l in G we have that

(hglh-l ) k1(hgJr') +k1(hg.1t-·)
=hglh-l(hk~) +hk~.

=h(glk~.+k~)

is homotopic to hkO(g.g,) =k1(I.g.g,h-·) =k\hg,h-')(hg,1t-')'
Let f be any loop at Xl and k1hg1t-. be any element of KI. Then we

have that
k\hg1t-.)P+ hgh-Y+P(hgh-') =hk:p+hgh-y+hk:

=h (k:p+ gh-Y+k:)
is homotopic to h (h-Y) f since KO is a family of strong preferred
paths at Xo and h-Y is a loop at Xo. Thus f is homotopic to P(kgh-1)P
+hgh-Y+k1(kgk-')' Therefore Kl is a family of preferred strong paths
at Xl.

Next, let KO= {~ : gEG} be a family of preferred traces at Xo and
k1(hg1t-1) = hk~. By Theorem 6, the induced isomorphism h* carries
E(X, Xo, G) isomorphically onto E(X, Xl> G). Hence

h* ([k:p ; gJ) = [hk~p ; hgh-lJ

= [P(kgh"')P ; hgh-1J

belongs to E(X, Xl> G). Thus Kl= {P(kgk-') : hgh-IEG} IS a family of
preferred traces at Xl'

The first author obtained the following theorems in [4J.

THEOREM 8. A transformation group (X, G) admits a family K of

preferred strong paths at Xo if and only if there exists an isomorphism

0x : q(X, Xo, G)---711:l (X, xo) XG such that the diagram commutes:

i q(X, Xo, G) J
G

,/" ~
~ ~ 0x ,/" G---70.
i l 11:1 (X, Xo) X G P2
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THEOREM 9. A transformation group (X, G) admits a family K of
preferred traces at Xo if and only if there is an isomorphism 0K :
E(X, xo, G)-G(X, xo) XG such that the diagram commutes:

E(X, xo,G)
,-/ '-...,.
'-...,. l0K ,-/ G--..O.

G(X,xo) XG

If we use the above two theorems and Theorem 7, we have the
following corollary:

CoROLLARY 10. If a transformation group (X, G) admits a family of
preferred strong paths (traces) at xo, then the representation of q(X,
xo, G) (E(X, xo, G» by 1t'1 (X, xo) (G(X, xo» and G is natural with
respect to change of base point in the sense that for any xEGXo. the
following diagram is commutative:

q(X, xo, G)--..q(X, x, G) (E(X, xo, G)--..E(X, x, G) )
l l l l

1t'l(X, xo) XG--"1l:l(X, x) XG G(X, xo) XG-G(X,x) XG

Proof. Let X=hXl for some Xl EXo and A be a path from Xo to Xl.
The :first author showed that the following diagram commutes:

where K is a family of preferred strong paths (traces) at Xo and H
is the family of preferred strong paths (traces) at Xl induced by K
and A (see Theorem 7 in [4J).

By Theorem 3, h* is an isomorphism from q(X, Xl> G) to q(X, x, G)
given by h*([f ; gJ) = [hf ; hgh-IJ. Let H be the family of preferred
strong paths (traces) at x induced by H and h (see Theoerm 7). By
Theorem 8 and 9, we have isomorphisms 0H: E(X, x, G)-G(X, x) X
G. If we define h* from 1l:l(X,XI)XG to 1t'l(XtX)XG (G(X,XI)XG
to G(X, x) XG) by h*([f], g) = ([hfJ, hgh-l ) , then we have the foll-
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owing commutative diagram:

If we use the above two diagrams, we obtain Corollary 10.
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